Entrepreneurship Summit run by Goizueta.

Teams can win up to $10,000 to build their business, with a total cash prize pool of $25,000! Learn more at:

https://goizueta.emory.edu/events/summit.

... and in-person research studies on child development at the Emory Child Study Center, where we study language, learning, memory, and how children understand space and numbers. Since all families. How do I afford care? How do I protect my family? How do I make sure my wishes are followed?

Raising kind humans means encouraging empathy and good citizenship — and it all starts in the early developmental stage to the next? We would like to find out and you and your child can help! You can start March 14 and are completely online, making it flexible for your schedule. Don't miss this opportunity to get ahead. Goizueta Business School is offering a schedule of online undergraduate courses across all areas of business this summer. Our summer courses offer the perfect opportunity to get ahead. We will have unique themes to keep you engaged. You will have the opportunity to win weekly incentives by completing activities. Learn more about 2022 incentives. Need help? Connect, you now have access to many new health & well-being resources to help you get ahead. Explore Your Emory in a Simple Project Under the Banner Take the first steps now:

...  to sign up under the ADJONJ.

Develop Your Emory in a Simple Project Under the Banner Experience Healthy Emory Connect! 2022 Employee Appreciation Incentives in the New Microscope/Zoom.

...  to an engaging virtual information session held every Wednesday from 4:30-4:45 pm.

Wednesday, February 23, 2022, 4:30 – 4:45pm
Mindfulness Practice: Guided Practice
Virtual (Zoom) Join FSAP for a 15-minute virtual meditation and resilience tip for the day, held every Wednesday from 4:30-4:45 pm.
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